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Proposal for New Directions in the Research of  the Vocabulary of  the Local 

Speeches of the Kajkavian Dialect  

 

 

The author talks about some findings in his long-term research of the lexicon of the Kajkavian 

dialect and emphasizes four important directions in which new research studies could be 

developed and which would also be important for further research of the lexicon of the Croatian 

language as a whole and overall knowledge about that language. The first of them is to compile 

dictionaries of distinctive features between closely related local dialects because making a 

special large dictionary for each speech would be uneconomical if a scientific dictionary already 

exists for some more or less closely related speech. Categories of distinctiveness are suggested 

on the basis of which words would be included in such dictionaries.  The second is a new 

approach to sentence confirmations in dialect dictionaries, which would distinguish between 

"ordinary sentence confirmations" (exemplifications) and "expressive sentence confirmations" 

which would themselves be of exceptional lexical value. The third is the research of 

pseudoanalogonymy, which would be in three directions: a) pseudoanalogonymy between a 

Croatian local dialect (groups of speech / subdialects / dialects) and the standard language, b) 

pseudoanalogonymy between two local speeches (groups of speech / subdialects) of a Croatian dialect,  

c) pseudoanalogonymy between two local dialects (groups of speech / subdialects)  of different 

Croatian dialects.  

The fourth proposed direction is the research of contemporary semantic adaptations of the archaic 

Kajkavian lexicon on the example of Hungarianisms and Germanisms. Seven types of such adaptations 

are proposed by means of which the archaic lexicon survives in the present conditions of the current 

disappearing of the realia (concrete objects) that the lexicon used to signify and in the time of  the 

influence of the Croatian Standard language that the lexemes from the diealect used to signify and the 

influence of the lexicon from the Croatian Standard language that is replacing it. 
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